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SCORING 

ANGELINA: Soprano 

MOTHER 2: Mezzo 

MOTHER 3: Alto 

Four-Hand-Piano 

SHORT SYNOPSIS 

In MOTHER AND CHILD, a poor Italian mother, Angelina, confronts 

the fact that her new-born baby has no logs or fingers. She goes 

through all the subsequent stages of fear, anger, guilt, reconcilia¬ 

tion and affirmation. Mother 2 (M2) and Mother 3 (M3) act as a 

"Greek" chorus. 

By the end of the opera, Angelina has changed the community's 

attitude toward hor child from repulsion to rovoronco. The opera 

ends with all singing: ’’Let This Baby Live!" 

LONG SYNOPSIS 

A poor Italian mother, Angelina, returns home to her new-born 

baby who is attended by the babysitter, Julie, who refuses to look 

at the b8by because the neighbors say the baby has the "evil eye". 

Julia exits. 

Aftor moving a largo piaster ctatu© of the Virgin Mary to the 

kitchen table, Angelina kneels and seeks advice from the Virgin by 

first telling it the story of her life leading up to the birth of 

her child. Mother 2 and Mother 3 join in, acting as 8 "Greek chorus". 

They sing about the health and beauty of the baby, but conclude with 

tho dicclosuro that the baby has no lege or fingers. 

Waiting for a sign from the Virgin, Angelina descends into her 

darkest moment, wor.doring if the beby would be better off dead. Re¬ 

ceiving no sign, Angelina angrily breaks off limbs of tho Virgin and 

smashes rosary beads with a hammer. Depressed, Angelina sits with 

hesd bowed, while Mother 2 and 3 take on the voices of the neighbors 

who say the baby has the "evil eye", end of the doctor who soys thet 

sonetimes these babies die. Finally resisting these voices, Angelina 

repeatedly sings "No, No, No!" 

All music stops when tho beby quietly chokes. Angelina sings 

her a lullaby. She now wants the baby to live, but cries and despsirs 

over her prospects. A tear of Angelina's is transfered to the Virgin, 

and she conceives of tho miracle. She returns the Virgin with the 

broken parts to its niche and very carefully cleans up all tho plaster 

dust end smashed beads. She dot3 tho Virgin's oyoo with holy wetor. 

Angelina throws open the window and front door and yells out that 

there has been a miracle. A group of old Italian womon crowd into the 

room. Angelina explains that the Virgin sent her a sign: that the Vir¬ 

gin is crippled Just like her baby; that the Virgin cries for her baby 

and for ovoryonc; that thio is o sign that hor baby ia blessed and that 

the Virgin loves the baby. The old women join Angelina in singing 

"Hail Mary full of Grace". The opera ends with all singing "lot this 

baby live!". 

MOTHER AND CHILD 

an opera in one act 
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